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Fire safety policy for Sydskånska Nation 
 
Sydskånska Nation conducts a wide variety of activities, for example restaurant and club activities, 
lunch service and various cultural activities. In the various activities many people partake, both 
workers and visitors. 
 
As the owner of the Sydskånska Nation's student housing building, Sydskånska Nation has the 
ultimate responsibility for fire safety in the property Tegelbruket 1. This policy applies to the entire 
nation's operations and the work on fire safety towards the tenants of the student housing unit and 
thereby ensures that no one is harmed. 
 

1. Goals and intent 
a. Sydskånska Nation shall work to constantly maintain a high level of fire-prevention 

work and create a safe environment for its tenants and guests. 
b. Those working at the nation should be well acquainted with existing emergency 

exits and the property's fire equipment. The fixed and loose fire safety equipment 
that is available should be regularly checked and corrected immediately in case of 
failure. 

 
2. Distribution of responsibilities 

a. Ultimately responsible and executive for fire protection at Sydskånska Nation's 
operations is the Qurator. The Qurator answers before the Nation Meeting and the 
Seniors College. 

b. Ultimately responsible and executive for the fire protection in the Sydskånska 
Nation's student housing building is the House foreman. The house foreman answers 
before the National Board of Housing. 

c. The house foreman and Qurator together constitute the nation's fire protection 
coordinators. 

d. The Quratel, the house foreman and the head guard are the only ones who have 
access and the right to turn off the fire alarm in the locked fire cabinets. A key is 
kept on in the office as well as with the Qurator. All changes in the fire alarm must 
be logged in the Control Journal for the automatic fire alarm system. 

 
3. The operations of Sydskånska Nation 

a. It falls upon the Qurator that the foreman operating in the nation's facilities is well 
conversed in the fire safety rules that exist and that these are being followed. 

b. The foreman in turn is responsible for all the workers being aware of this 
information.  

c. In order for the foremen to become familiar with the fire safety work, they must be 
trained in this at least once per semester. 

d. The Qurator is responsible for checking the nation's fire alarms and fire safety once 
a month. 
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e. Qurator is responsible for inspections of fire alarms and extinguishing systems by 
external, certified parties annually. 

f. The Qurator and the house foreman are responsible for conducting quarterly tests 
on the nation's fire alarm system. 

g. Qurator is responsible for carrying out, together with its chosen successor, annual 
checks on the nation's fire alarm system and fire protection work. 
 

4. Sydskånska Nationen student housing housing 
a. It falls upon the House foreman to ensure that the student housing operates in 

accordance with the directives set for the fire safety of the property. 
b. It is also the responsibility of the House foreman to ensure that the necessary fire 

equipment in each room is available and checked regularly. 
c. The House foreman shall ensure that the inspection of the Student Housing's fire 

safety equipment is carried out regularly. 
 

5. Document 
a. In order for all of the nation's foremen to be well acquainted with the extinguishing 

equipment available in the nation, documents must be drawn up and updated. 
b. There must be an Action Plan easily available in the nation's premises, the purpose 

of which is to ensure that the foremen in charge and all of their workers know what 
to do in case of a fire. This Action Plan is annexed to this policy. 

 
 
This policy and its appendices should be reviewed by Qurator and the House foreman at least once 
each spring semester to ensure that it is up to date. 
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Appendix 1: 
 
ACTION PLAN IN CASE OF FIRE AT Sydskånska Nation 
 
THE FIRE ALARM GOES OFF! 
1. Begin evacuation through the nearest emergency exit. Show everyone to the nearest emergency 
exit. 
2. When evacuation of the room is completed, the head guard of the evening checks, if the head 
guard is not available, it is the responsible foreman. 
 
IF THERE IS A FIRE 
3. Call SOS alarm with phone number: 112. 
4. Start extinguishing if it can be done without risk of injury. 
5. Close doors. 
6. Go and meet the firefighters in the street. 
 
IF THERE IS NOT A FIRE 
If you have found the source of the fire alarm, and this is not a fire (ie false alarm), the Quratel, the 
House foreman or the head guard can check and reset the fire alarm. Then you can start welcoming 
guests into the room again. However, always do this with great caution and take utmost care in the 
room. 
 
Remember! 
• Put your own safety first! 
• Under no circumstances should you go back into the building! 
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Appendix 2: 
 
This appendix is drawn up to further describe the information that goes out to the foremen and 
active members at Sydskånska Nation to ensure that the foremen receive sufficient knowledge of 
the nation's fire safety, and that residents receive the right and detailed information from the 
House foremen about the fire safety in his or hers home. . 
  
  
Qurator is responsible for ensuring that foremen have knowledge of: 

- Where there are emergency exits in all operating rooms 
- Where the fire extinguishers in the premises are located and how to use them 
- What different types of fire extinguishers are available and what uses they have 
- Where fire blankets are placed and how they are used 
- That they should inform all employees about this before the activities begins 
- That they are well aware of where the nation's gathering place is 
- What to do if the fire alarm goes off 
- That they are well aware of how the fire alarm works 
- That they are temporarily responsible for fire protection during their activity 
- How the fire cells and fire protection are constructed in the premises 
- That they are aware that they shall call 112 in case of an emergency 

  
  
The house foreman is responsible for making the residents aware of: 

- All rooms are equipped with fire alarms 
- That it is their own responsibility to change the battery in the fire alarm when it runs out 
- That they should get home insurance 
- Where there are fire extinguishers and fire blankets in the corridor 
- What to do in the event of a fire 

 


